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Readily biodegradable
Environmentally friendly
concentrated product - Value for money
Contains food and plant based ingredients
Mould inhibitor, naturally
Cruelty free
Septic safe - Septic enhancer
Odour control -eliminates odours at the core
All-Purpose cleaner 
pH Neutral cleaner - safe on all surfaces compatible with water
including carpets, soft furnishings and stone.
Grey water safe -safe for gardens
Free of - Phosphate, chlorine, Sles and all harsh chemical
Low VOC's -volatile organic compounds
Can be sprayed, mopped or poured.
Safe for all the family, including pets
Continues to clean long after you have finished.
loaded with Pro-biotics
Cleans and maintains pipework associated with toilets and
drainage systems from bathrooms on its way to the septic.
Incredible dilution rates 

Why create a product that contains LIVE bacteria?
Our world is made up of bacteria, good and bad, in us, and around us. 
By using harsh chemicals, we are trying to create a sterile environment. 
We are not meant to live in a sterile environment as we are part of the
environment.

As the name suggests, we believe we can live a healthier way, by using good,
positive, pro-biotics (or bacteria) to control the bad bacteria we live with.

Balance releases the good bacteria to start a war on the bad bacteria.
Whilst you are resting, Blalance is fighting the good fight to keep your areas
clean, safe and odour free!

BALANCE was created keeping our health in mind. If it is good for the
environment, it is good for us!
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According to the definition of the World Health Organization, probiotics are living
bacterias that have been scientifically proven to be beneficial to human health.
Probiotics, which are widely used in foods industry today to increase the
endurance of the human body and strengthen the immune system, are now also
used in cleaning and hygiene products. Probiotics consume the nutrients of
harmful micro-organisms and neutralize them from the environment, they
continue to clean the surface for a long time with the biofilm layer they form, also
they neutralize
malodours in the environment, they are beneficial and balancing for the
environment.

 WHAT ARE PROBIOTICS?

WHY PROBIOTICS?
Thanks to Probiotic technology; It does not harm the environment and helps to
maintain the ecological balance. In addition to its superficial cleaning, it provides

an effective and deep cleaning by reaching places (cracks, joints, etc.) that no
conventional cleaning method can reach, it settles in these gaps and multiplies

itself. Thanks to the biofilm it forms after cleaning, it remains active and provides
long-term protection by preventing the formation of harmful micro-organisms.
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BUSHBY's has created the latest in safe, biological cleaning technology!
Our PROBIOTIC CLEANSER -'BALANCE' is an all-purpose, multifaceted cleaner that
has incorporated friendly probiotics  that clean very differently to other cleaning
products on the market today.

When cleaning with Bushby's 'BALANCE', our food and plant based ingredients
perform the initial clean, which then activates our good healthy bacteria that is
left behind to continue cleaning long after you have finished.

Our food safe probiotics are able to get into microscopic cracks and crevices in
our everyday surfaces where bad bacteria is able to live, and through sheer
numbers, our good guys remove the bad nasty bacteria!

Traditional cleaning products are made to kill 99% of all bacteria, be it good or
bad. This tends to leave an open playing field for the bad bacteria which is often
the first type of bacteria to repopulate a space. By using Bushby's 'BALANCE', you
are removing the bad bacteria and leaving the good, healthy bacteria behind,
creating a barrier for the bad bacteria!

'Our latest and greatest product to date that has been 4 years
years in the making - not only cleans, but is a very effective
natural odour control as well. 

'Live Life with BALANCE'.
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BUSHBY's CREATION LIVES! 
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WHAT WILL BUSHBY'S PROBIOTIC CLEANSER CLEAN?
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Total bathroom cleaner   Toilets, sinks, showers and shower
glass, tiles, tap fittings, urinals, baths etc..
Kitchens  Tiles, splash backs, cupboards, white goods such as
fridges, stainless steel, tap fittings, walls, sinks, benches etc..
Commercial kitchens  All areas except food preparation
benches. Not for safety reasons, but because in commercial
kitchens tests may be performed for governmental regulation
testing for nasty germs. Unfortunately, their tests can not tell the
difference between 'good' and 'bad' bacteria. Please refer to
products such as BUSHBY's 'KIT-SAN 2' rinse free food prep
surface sanitiser to remove any concerns!
Odour control  Our friendly Probiotic cleaner removes organic
contamination naturally, which otherwise would give rise to the
formation of bad odours.  For example, if there was urine, feces,
vomit, milk or even water fouling  on carpet, our healthy bacteria
knows this as food and will eat its way through the layers of the
carpet removing all of the bad odours very quickly and safely.
Excellent for use on - soft furnishings and furniture, carpet, pet
areas and blankets, toilets, bins and more..
Pets  Balance will remove animal smells as well as urine, feces,
vomit and other malodours created by pets from the home,
bedding, carpets, car interiors, synthetic grass and more..
Caravans  All surfaces can be cleaned and deodorised. Caravans
being small homes can have all surfaces cleaned including toilets
and natural odour control issues. 
Cars and Trucks Vehicles can have all of the surfaces cleaned,
deodorised and problems like milk spills in carpets can have the
odour removed in moments. Windshield glass can be cleaned by
adding Balance to the wind screen water supply. 50mls.
Children's play areas  Safe and effective around areas
that our children play in. Suitable for cleaning toys and
wiping over baby's cleaning stations.
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Septic and bio-cycle system enhancer Our natural
bacteria eats feces, urine and other natural deposits. As a
result, we recommend all mop buckets and spray bottles be
emptied into the toilets or showers so that our bacteria can
eat its way to the septic tank and boost the activity in the
tank to break down solids and odours fast! 
Leather Cleaner Spray Balance over the leather couch and
wipe off. Use a leather conditioner to replenish leather
once cleaned.
Many more attributes to be added as ongoing testing yield
results in other exciting areas!
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WINDOWS AND MIRRORS.
Dilute no more than 1 part Balance to 100 parts water or - 5mls Balance in a
500ml bottle. Spray and wipe with a good quality cloth.

SPRAY & WIPE
Dilute 1 part Balance with 25 parts water -20mL in a 500mL spray bottle.
Spray liberally onto surface,agitate if required for stubborn stains or marks, and
wipe off with a clean cloth. 

SHOWER CLEANING
Dilute 1 part Balance with 25 parts water -20mL in a 500mL spray bottle.
Spray over all areas of the shower including the shower glass. Rub over with a
non-scratch scourer and leave to sit, or wash off. BALANCE also works as a
mould inhibitor.

ODOUR CONTROL
Carpet - Pet beds & Linen -Bin Cleaning - Drains - Toilets
**For optimal odour control refresh the spray bottle approximately every 3  to 4
weeks.
Odour control will naturally take place when using 'Balance' as a general
cleaner.
For best results, use Balance at no less than: 
1 part Balance with 25 parts water - 20mL in a 500mL spray bottle- for
carpets, linen, bin cleaning and general odour control areas. 
For very strong lingering odours: 
1 part Balance with 10 parts water - 50mL in a 500mL spray bottle- for long
lasting lingering odours.
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CARPET CLEANING OF URINE, VOMIT, FECES AND WATER
DAMAGE.
Remove all solids. Use paper towel to soak up excess fluids.
Dilute 1 part Balance with 25 parts water - 20mL in a 500mL spray bottle.
Spray liberally onto surface, up to 3 times the surface area of the urine or mess
to allow for floor spread. Allow 30 Minutes for odour to removed by your pro-
biotic natural bacteria. 

TOILET CLEANING - INCLUDING CARAVAN AND RV TOILETS
Squeeze the chamber bottle and fill to 25ml. Pour this into the toilet.
Scrub the bowl with the toilet brush and leave for as long as possible before
use.

FLOOR CLEANING AND MOPPING
Dilute 1 part Balance with 200 parts water 
50mls in a 10 Litre bucket 

Tip* - Be sure to empty the bucket waste water into your toilet, shower or any
smelly drains if you want to boost your septic system and clean your pipe work!

SEPTIC AND BIO-CYCLE SYSTEMS
If you have a Bio-cycle or Septic system that requires safe cleaning products,
Balance is the answer. By using Balance to clean your toilet, or after mopping
the floor with BALANCE, emptying your mop bucket into the toilet, you are boosting
the septic system bacteria that helps break down all solids. 'Balance' will
protect, enhance and improve your septic systems performance and allows for
products such as BUSHBY's D-MOULD to be used to remove mould from
showers as any potential risk of damage caused by D-Mould to your BioCycle
can easily be repaired by using Bushby's BALANCE!

DILUTION RATES, HOW TO USE!DILUTION RATES, HOW TO USE!
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B U S H B Y  C L E A N I N G                  G R E E N E R  S C I E N C E

C R E A T E D  B Y  
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M U L T I P U R P O S E
multi-faceted cleaner - next generation cleaner
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